In the name of God

Application Form for Resolving Blocked Trader S
I, …………………………………., □personally , □as the representative , □as the
tutelage, □as the representative of the legal entity, hereby officially request you to
resolve the applied prohibition (blocked trader) on the transaction account
pertinent to the information mentioned in the following table, in post-trade system
of stock market.
Securities-Owner’s Information
Name
& Birthday
surname
certification
No.
Name
of Register
legal Entity No.

place
issue

of Father’s
name

Registration Legal
place
Entity type

National
Shareholder
identity No. Account
(ownership)
National
No.
and
economic
code

Address:
Postal code:
Email:
Phone/Cellular No.
Place of stamp and signature of Securities-Owner / representative
of Securities-Owner

Thanks to the authentication of the shareholder, reception and confirmation of
authenticity and genuineness of the relevant documents, hereby all consequences
concerning the above-mentioned operations are undertaken.

Place of stamp and signature of
the form sender

Preamble
 The shareholders that have not done any transaction in the last two years,
whose shareholding accounts have been blocked, are required to refer to
Central Securities Depository of Iran (CSDI) to get the unblocking the
problem of blocked transaction activities resolved.
 If the application form filled out is sent by 12 p.m., then resolving will be
carried out by the end of the following working day; otherwise, it will be
done within two working days.
Documents
The birthday certification and national card scanned copy of the natural securitiesowner– the scanned copy of the official foundation notice in an official newspaper
and the latest changes in the legal signatories’ representative of the legal entities
owning securities
If the request is represented by the delegate of the securities-owner, in addition to
the above-mentioned documents, the scanned copy of birthday certification and
national card of the representative/guardian along with the scanned copy of the
representation/tutelage documented is also required.
If the securities-owner is a legal entity, in cases when the legal signatories do not
refer in person, then the representative of the entity can refer in person having a
document officially stamped and signed by the legal signatories of the entity to get
the process done.
For the overseas securities-owners, presenting the signature certification document
from the embassy, council or the protecting power offices of Iran in the residency
country is mandatory.
If the personal information of the securities-owners differs from what exists in the
post-trade system, then correction will be carried out based on the official
regulations.

